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1*     The nain single purpose of the petrochemical industry is to produce polynerisable 

materials for the manufacture of replacements of a large variety of natural products« 

Thue, over 70/1 of the world's entire petrochemical output ie ultimately polymerised 

and this proportion is growing. 

2. Of this 70/J or more, over one-half (around 8QÍ) is represented by what is con- 

ventionally called the plasties industry, which produoee replacements for such com- 

peting materiale as paper, wood, leather, nard-fibura, and non-ferrous metals.   The 

rest is divided fairly equally between replacements for natural rubber and for 

textile fibre. 

3. Demand for plasties in the Andean Group is small at present, but fahl« 1 shows 

that in i960 It will reach appréciable proportions. 

\j   The viewo and opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author 
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the secretariat of UNIDO. 
This document has been reproduced without formal editing. 
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4.      Plastics processing has often a   'backyard industry   nunnotation.    £totry is easy, 

expansion is achieved by merely addine more n;-.chines so that ao economics of seal« 

are achievable and lar¿:e    companies to compete-with a host  of «mall-time,  low*- 

over! sad operatore. 

i).      tfhis is fast ceasing to be the csase 

«¡j irau» viable plants are becoming larger an.' .„ lattice processing is increasingly 

being '¡areici out in special ..wrpoec,  engineereu, grass-roots plants.    Uot only is 

equipment becoming ¡no**o productive but also the industry becomes more sophisticated, 

only large operations cari support the kind of technical service, product development 

and process engineering overhead recfuired to stay aliyj i;. today's competitive 

environnent• 

6.       In th« past it has oi+*in been argued that while the petrochemical industry 

rerruires lon^-range planning,  the olastioB industry can be raorc or less left to 

take ocre jf itself.    This in no longer realistic, <~M this paper i/lll examine 

some economic aspects cf tho nl^cti^s industry, and their implication for the 

Andean countries. 
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7*       QonclttBioaB - This cursory glance at theeconomice of Bom© of the major plastica 

processing techniques, has nevertheless diaclosed v, number of potential projects, to 

be considered for implementation by 1980,  on a soni G determined by the combined market 
of the Andean countries*    These are; 

Large Injected Objecta 

Pipe Pittinge 

Therwoforming Sheet 

Custom Grinding 

Polypropylene Or-» anted ^il« 

HiffiA Calendared FVC 

0.     It is i:oped that those represent bit a few of the opportunities fop intia- 

ragional trade that actually o.xist, and that othera will turn up over the coming 
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I   -  INTRODUCTION 

1. The main single purpose of the petrochemical industry is to produce poly- 

merlzable mat er idi s for the manufacture of replacements of a large variety of 

natural products.    Thus« ever 70% the world's entire petrochemical output is 

ultimately polymerized, and this proportion is growing. 

2. Of this 70* or more» over one-half (around 8Cftî is represented by what is 

conventionally calisi! the piatile» industry, which produces replacement» for 

such competing materials as papar» Mod» leather» hard-fibers» non-metal lies 

and non-ferrous metal».   The rest is divided fairly equally between replacements 

for natural rubber and for textil« fiber. 

3*   Demand for pi astica in the Andaan bloc* 1» small at prêtent, but Tabi« I 

»hows that In IMO it will reach appreciable proportions. 

hm JJMä iirv 
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4*   »laatic» processing   ha» often had to li va something of a "backyard industry» 

connotation,   entry is eo»y, expOMlon is achieved by merely adding «ore machine» 

•e that no economics of «cale are achievable and large, reputable companies aro 

driven to the wall by a host of small-tint» low-overhead operators» - so runs the 

legend• 

5.   This it foot ceasing to bo the cassi ths plasties industry is coming of age. 

minimum viable plants ore besoming larger and plastics processing Is increasingly 

being carried out in speelal purpose, engineered, gross-roots plants.   Mot only is 

equipment becoming moro productive i as the industry becomes more sophisticated« 

only largo operations can support the fclnd of technical service, product development 

and process engineering overhead required to stay, alive in today's competitive 



environment. 

6.    In the past it has often been arguud that while the potrochemical industry   ^ 

requires long-range planning, the plastics industry can be ««ore or leas left to 

take car« of itself.    This is, it la hereby submitted, no longer realistic, and 

this paper will examine sows economic aspeut» of the plastics industry, and their 

implications ior the Andean countries. 

II.  WQLDIHG PROCESSES 

;.  InJaotion. 

The plastics processing Industry turns out two Hinds of «raterial» t  molded 

parts «Ad »ami-finished goods. 

o.  In the U.S. end Europe, between 35% and 40% of all plasties «re eoldedi «id 

of thle* 60% are molded by injection. 

g.  Fig. 1 shows, qualitatively end approximately, now the eeonomocs of the four 

major molding processes respond to the overall length of run. These curvet speak 

for themselves, injection molding which i a used to make around 80 %  of «11 thermo- 

plastic moldings, is also the process where cost» are most sensitive to the ultímete 

size of market. 

10. Fig. 2 is somewhat more ambitious. It is an attempt to show how the total 

injection molding coets vary with length of run for different shot sizes. For 

given run length* molding costs can be seen to decline «a the shot gets larger. 

Unfortunately, it is not as easy to find a 50.000 unit market for, say, e 3.6 kg 

part as It ie a 300.000 unit market for a 150 ;g. part. Please note that this 

figure represents en attempt at generalization in a field where traditionally 

this ie felt to be somewhat meaningless. We nevertheless felt that for purpose« 

of illustration we would be forgiven for abstracting from such complicating 

factors as intricacy and surface finish of the part, number of cavities, nature 

of the resin, etc. 

11.  injection molding of large parta is thus a field where potential opportunitins 

for integration and trade are certain to exist* One way of tackling the problem 

of mold amortization is trading in molds - led-Xng, sacond-hand purchases, etc. 

This, however, has its inconvenient sidaas higher working capital requirements for 



the moldar, production planning difficulties» and su on. Another approach would 

be regional standardization of certain parts, and creating industries specialized 

in making large moldings, partly for export. Such applications as bathroom cabi- 

nets, garbage cans, chair shells and toilet seats cornu readily to mind. Among the 

smeller moldings» pipe fittings may also be an area that would benefit from 

standardization: it is doubtful whether production of a compiste line of injected 

fittings ia worthwhile below a demand for pipe of around 30.000 T/yr, which le 

probably more than will be the case In any single Andean country even in 1960, but 

Hay wall be reached by combining several markets. 

12»  Another problem in the oase of large moldings is to keep tha machines 

working. Thus, whereas the figure shows that an ultimate run nf , «ay» 50.080 

is satisfactory for a 3.6 kg. object« it should nevertheless be kept in mind 

that the economics behind these figures ¿¿¡»sume the press will be turning out 

salaable Moldings 3.500 hours/yr or roughly 150.000 cycles pjpr wr. 

13* Blow Holding 

Figure 3 »hows tha samy type of curve, this time for large blow-molded 

parts. Transportation difficulties hare stand in tha way of intra-regional 

trade» but than thu economic threshold runs ara good deal smaller. Such appli- 

cations as 1.000 1. residential water tanks seem prnnislng at an ultimate series 

of around 20.000 but the problem of keeping the machines busy also arises since 

using high molecular weight HOPE such a part could probably be produced at a 

rate of 30.000/yr. 

14.  Thermoforming 

Thermoforming taken by itself is a process where length of run is of littlu 

importance* since mold amortization costa ara only 10% or so of those for injecting 

a part of tha same size (assuming this were possible)* On the other hand, econo- 

mics of scale appear at the sheet extrusion and of the process. A modern ABS 

sheet line can easily turn out 2.000 T/yr. It would thus at first sight seem in- 

advisable to put up thermoforming plants near the markets they ara  to serve, but 

to concentrate sheet extrusion in a singlo place. This would, however, make 

it more difficult to recycle the thermoforming scrap back to tha oxtruslon pianti 

and scrap may amount to 30-40% of the molder's purchases. All this considered« 

regional integration of '.he axtrusion-therroofortfiing process would probably beat 

be accomplished by extrusion of plate at a ainglo location and thermoforming mm 

the various markets provided a reasonable price could be obtained locally for 



the scrap.     Ir Lurope.   scrap  ia usually returned to thf:  »heat  extruder .ind the 

price structure is  such that AÍVJ  au up is w-n th to tho trulüúr   around  17 i/lb as 

against SO ¿/It. for virgin ahuut.   au evun in   industrialized economics it appears 

that savings to the inoldnr resulting  from scrap recovery are relatively minor. 

15.      Rotational Holding 

Rotational molding, other than of vinyl piasti suls. seems tn be developing 

at a rapid rat« and can bR seer from Fig.  1  to be well  suited to economics where 

runs are generally short.    Here,  however,  economics of scale exist in the grinding 

atop.    A differential between granular and powder rasin prices of 4-5 i/W, auch 

as exists in Europe,  for exampie, can only be achieved by large custom-grinding 

planta of a size unlikely to be viable for a long time in the Andean countries. 

Rotational molding thereby loses some of its appeal for developing regions in 

general, except if based on imported resins. 

in. »m-fnasHKi BOWS 

1i.     blown Film 

Although practically no country is too small to support « handful of blown 

film lin«s. with its attendant conversion facilities (often run by entirely 

different operators), it may be a sobering thought that even in developing 

countries such as Brazil oompetition is by now so intense that 7S0 T/«iB%h is 

considered the survival level for a blown film plant.      This points oat ih» 

necessity of encouraging the appearance of few plant?, vertically Integrata»* 

from extrusion tt, printing to bag-making» «ucept perhaps in the field of «util, 

general -purpose packaging where the valua-nüded in printing **d cuhvarsia» 

exceeds the cost of unconverted film. 

17. Other film conversion processes - coating, extrusion coating, lamination, 

metallizing, are even more capital intensive and represent processe« that could 

be carried out at a single location, once packaging markets become more sophis- 
ticated. But here it must be kept in mind that the conversion industry needs 

extremely good communications with its clients, so tnat it is not in practlfa « 

very likely candidato for regional integration. 

18. Oriented Him 

Polyolefin oriented weaving tapes and fibrillated products should have a 

bright future in the Andean countries. Although in furope, there are a few merchant 



producers of weaving tape3.   thß treni:   is nuvei th^lut:,^ dt¿f i ni tel y  tuw.inJ:,  captive 

production by the various fiber industries,     mis will ^iohr.ibly PH the i.dsu  in 
tha Andean  countries ds well. 

19. Mechanically biuritnteu films '¡an only be  produced on a very larga acole, 

.«rui it is doubtful whether evtn at   the unJ of the decada uuch pruducts as PIT 

•'Urn will be made at all  by any of thu Andean countries.    A possible candidate 

for production on u regicnal scale ia biorientad.       oxtruded PF  film, which 

appears to be able to compete with cellophane even in high-speed packaging 

applications.    This would reduce imports of vi acose-grado pulp for cellophane« 

20. PVC Film and Sheet 

Because of Its capital-intensive nature, production of both rigid and 

flexible calendered PVC film and ahmt Art likely candidates for regional In- 
tegration. 

21. Flexible calendaring, melt-roll coating and plaatisol coating turn out 

essentially fash ion-sanai live goods i upholstery materials, table cloths and 

the like.   The Market of a single developing country is thus unlikely to be 

sufficiently attractive because of the high frequency of product changes, so 

that production on a ragionai level nay be the only way to achieve reasonable 

order lengths» it is likewise an industry that requires frequent communication 

with the retail trade. 

22. As to rigid calendering, at least half of the PVC sheet made by this process 

gees into packaging and a thorough study would have to determine which of the 

various ragionai markets could support a rigid linn by 1960.    For those regions 

where tna outcome of such an evaluation is negative other alternatives exist» such 

as tna "CttlanaVat*«" process or even simple extrusion, which despite their well- 

known drawbacks can at least be operated at a leva! of, aay. 500 T/yr of sheet. 

as opposed to a minimum of around 2.500 T/yr for a single rigid calendar. 

n*  ins 
Pipe it a major outlet for PVXU and to some extent for pol ye thy lenes. In 

Europa, these days most people would agree that nothing below 20.000 r/yr* can 

any longer be considered a viable operation.    Even in smaller markets such as 

those represented by the Andean countries, plants should be built wil^ a view 

towards reaching some 12.000 T/yr within, say. 5 years after start-up.    Tt should 

be remembered that in moat developing countries PVC pipe is being introduced in 

the face of competition from mature, well-entrenched matariala such as asbestos- 
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cèdent pipo,   which is macia  in   uuvurol   cuuntrius.  or  ndtit-irun.     And unless PVC 

pipe  can bu producau on a  seal« allow^r; piicua to be tittiiinad  that permit 

competition with other matar ini;;,   thermoplastic pipe wllJ   never achieve any ruai 

pénétration of the variuus ra-irKuto      walui   supply.  rusidunti.il  construction,  uti- 

lity conduits, field drainagu,  ate 

IV- CONCLUSIONS 

24.  This ¿lane« at the economics of some of the major plastics processing tech- 

niques, »van if somewhat cursury, hag nevertheless disclosed a number of potential 

project**  to tm considered for implementation by 198U, on a scale determined by 

the combined market of the Andean countries.    These are : 

Largs Injected Objects 

Pipe Fittings 

Thermoforming Sheet 

Cueto» Grinding 

Polypropylene Oriented Film 

Rigid Calendered PVC 

?b. It la hoped that these refrresent but a few of the opportunities for intra- 

regionel trede that actually exist, «mu* that others.will turn up over the coming 

y«ars. 
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